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Abstract:
This paper presents a new dynamic-range scaling for the implementation
of ﬁlters/controllers in state-space form. Relaxing the classical L2 -scaling constraints by
speciﬁc ﬁxed-point considerations allows for a higher degree of freedom for the optimal
L2 -parametric sensitivity problem. However, overﬂows in the implementation are still prevented. The underlying constrained problem is converted into an unconstrained problem for
which a solution can be provided. This leads to realizations which are still scaled but less
sensitive.
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Réalisations à faible sensibilité sous contrainte de mise
à l’échelle L2
Résumé :
Ce papier présente une nouvelle mise à l’échelle pour l’implémentation de
ﬁltres ou controleurs sous forme d’état. Des considérations sur l’implémentation en virgule
ﬁxe nous permettent de relâcher la contrainte de mise à l’échelle L2 et d’obtenir des degrés
de libertés supplémentaires pour le problème de sensibilité paramétrique L2 . De plus, les
dépassements durant l’exécutions sont toujours évités. Le problème sous contraintes qui
en résulte est transformé en un problème d’optimisation non contraint, pour lequel une
solution peut être trouvée. Cela nous permet d’obtenir des réalisations mises à l’échelle et
moins sensibles à la quantiﬁcation des coeﬃcients.
Mots clés : implémentation de ﬁltre, sensibilité des coeﬃcient, implémentation virgule
ﬁxe, mise à l’échelle
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Introduction

The majority of control (or signal processing) systems is implemented in digital general
purpose processors, DSPs1 , FPGAs2 , etc. Since these devices cannot compute with inﬁnite
precision and approximate real-number parameters with a ﬁnite binary representation, the
numerical implementation of controllers (ﬁlters) leads to deterioration in characteristics and
performance. This has two separate origins, corresponding to the quantization of the embedded coeﬃcients and the roundoﬀ errors occurring during the computations. They can be
formalized as parametric errors and numerical noises, respectively. The focus of this paper
are parametric errors, but one can refer to [3, 6, 10, 14] for roundoﬀ noises.
It is also well known that these Finite Word Length (FWL) eﬀects depend on the structure of the realization. This motivates to investigate the coeﬃcient sensitivity minimization
problem. It has been widely studied since Thiele published [16, 17] and the deﬁnition of
a tractable input-output sensitivity norm (the L1 /L2 -sensitivity). This work has been extended with a more natural and reasonable measure, the L2 -sensitivity ( [3, 8]).
The dynamic-range-scaling constraints have been introduced in [11] and [9] to prevent overﬂow and underﬂow during the evaluation of the state-vector, and as well as the state and
criteria normalization. These constraints have to be considered in the L2 -sensitivity minimization problem, for which [7] proposes an eﬃcient quasi-Newton algorithm to solve it.
This paper investigates the L2 -dynamic-range-scaling problem by considering concrete
ﬁxed-point implementation of state-space realizations. It reveals that the classical L2 -scaling
is only a suﬃcient condition to prevent overﬂows and thus it can be slightly relaxed in order to
extend the degrees of freedom for the optimization process. New relaxed -L2 -dynamic-rangescalings are then presented with respect to the described computational scheme. Finally,
the L2 -sensitivity minimization problem with relaxed L2 -scaling constraints is solved. A
numerical example illustrates that the proposed constraints can oﬀer reduced L2 -sensitivity
with overﬂow protection.

2

L2-sensitivity analysis

Let (A, b, c, d) be a stable, controllable and observable linear discrete time SISO3 state-space
system, i.e.

x(k + 1) = Ax(k) + bu(k)
(1)
y(k) = cx(k) + du(k)
where A ∈ Rn×n , b ∈ Rn×1 , c ∈ R1×n and d ∈ R. u(k) is the scalar input, y(k) is the scalar
output and x(k) ∈ Rn×1 is the state vector.
Its input-output relationship is given by the scalar transfer function h : C → C deﬁned by:
h : z → c(zI n − A)−1 b + d.
1 Digital

Signal Processors
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The quantization of the coeﬃcients introduces some uncertainly to A, b, c and d leading
to A + ∆A, b + ∆b, c + ∆c and d + ∆d respectively. It is of interest to consider the
sensitivity of the transfer function with respect to the coeﬃcients, based on the following
deﬁnitions.
Deﬁnition 1 (Transfer function sensitivity) Consider X ∈ Rm×n a matrix and f :
Rm×n → C a scalar complex function, diﬀerentiable with respect to all the entries of X.
The sensitivity of f with respect to X is deﬁned by the matrix SX ∈ Rm×n :
∂f
 SX
∂X

with

(S X )i,j 

∂f
∂X i,j

(3)

Deﬁnition 2 (Lp -Norm) Let H : C → Ck×l be a function of the scalar complex variable
z. Hp is the Lp -norm of H, deﬁned by:

Hp 

1
2π


0

2π

  jω p
H e  dω
F

 p1
(4)

where .F is the Froebenius norm.
Gevers and Li [3] have proposed the L2 -sensitivity measure to evaluate the coeﬃcient
roundoﬀ errors. It is deﬁned by


 
 
 
 ∂h 2  ∂h 2  ∂h 2  ∂h 2
 +  +  + 
ML2  
(5)
 ∂A 
 ∂b 
 ∂c 
 ∂d 
2
2
2
2
∂h
∂h

(z) = G (z)F  (z), ∂h
and can be computed by ∂A
∂b (z) = G (z), ∂c (z) = F (z) and
1, with
G(z)  c(zIn − A)−1 .
F (z)  (zI n − A)−1 b,

∂h
∂d (z)

=

(6)

This measure is an extension of the more tractable but less natural L1 /L2 sensitivity measure
 
 ∂h 2
 instead of  ∂h 2 in (5)).
proposed by V. Tavşanoğlu and L. Thiele [16] ( ∂A
∂A 2
1
Remark 1 It is also possible to regroup all the coeﬃcients in one unique matrix


A b
Z
.
(7)
c d
 ∂h 2
 . From (6) and the associated state-spaces,
Then, with L2 -norm property, ML2 =  ∂Z
2
∂h
the sensitivity transfer function ∂Z can be described by the MIMO4 state-space system
(Ã, B̃, C̃, D̃) with




A bc
0 b
Ã 
, B̃ 
,
0
 0 A
 In 
(8)
In 0
0 0
C̃ 
, D̃ 
.
0 c
0 1
4 Multiple

Inputs Multiple Outputs
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See [3] and [4] for more details.
The following proposition allows to compute ML2 .
Proposition 1 Let us consider H the MIMO state-space system (K, L, M , N ). Its L2 norm can be computed by
2

H2

= tr(N N  + M Wc M  )




= tr(N N + L Wo L)

(9)
(10)

where Wc and Wo are the controllability and observability Gramians, respectively. They are
solutions of the Lyapunov equations
Wc = KWc K  + LL , Wo = K  Wo K + M  M .

(11)

Applying a coordinate transformation, deﬁned by x̄(k)  T −1 x(k) to the state-space system
(A, b, c, d), leads to a new equivalent realization (T −1 AT , T −1 b, cT , d).
Since these two realizations are equivalent in inﬁnite precision but are no more equivalent
in ﬁnite precision (ﬁxed point arithmetic, ﬂoating-point arithmetic, etc.), the L2 -sensitivity
then depends on T , and is denoted ML2 (T ).
In this case, it is natural to deﬁne the following problem:
Problem 1 (optimal L2 -sensitivity problem) Considering a state-space realization (A, b, c, d),
the optimal L2 -sensitivity problem consists of ﬁnding the coordinate transformation T opt that
minimizes ML2 :
T opt = arg min ML2 (T ).
(12)
T invertible

[3] shows that the problem has one unique solution. Hence, for example, a gradient method
can be used to solve it.

3

Lp-dynamic-range scaling

The Lp -dynamic-range-scaling constraints have been introduced by Jackson in [11] and
Hwang in [9]. It consists in scaling the state-variable vector such that overﬂows or underﬂows during its evaluation are prevented.
Deﬁnition 3 (Lp -scaling) A state-space realization (A, b, c, d) is said to be Lp -scaled if
the Lp -norms of the transfer functions from the input to each state are set to 1, i.e.:
 

ei (zI n − A)−1 b) = 1, ∀1  i  n
(13)
p
where ei is the column vector of appropriate dimension and with all elements being 0 except
from the ith element which is 1.
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max

Let u denote the maximum value of the input u:
max

u  max |u(k)|

(14)

k∈N

max

The L1 -scaling guarantees that the dynamic of each state xi is lower than u , whereas the
L2 -scaling guarantees that the variance of each state is unitary for a unit-variance centered
white noise input. L2 -scaling doesn’t completely prevent overﬂow as does L1 , but it is less
conservative and more realistic, so it is widely used [15].
With proposition 1 applied to the system (A, b, e
i , 0), the L2 -scaling constraints (13)
can be expressed as:
(15)
(Wc )i,i = 1, ∀1  i  n
where Wc is the controllability Gramian of the state-space system (A, b, c, d).
Problem 2 (sensitivity problem with L2 -scaling constraints) The optimal L2 -sensitivity
problem with L2 -scaling constraints can be formulated as the optimization problem 1, subject
to the constraints in (15).
Moreover, it is possible to L2 -scale a realization with the following proposition.
Proposition 2 (a posteriori L2 -scaling) Considering a state-space realization (A, b, c, d),
it is also possible to a posteriori L2 -scale it with a diagonal coordinate transformation T such
that:

(16)
T i,i = (Wc )i,i , ∀1  i  n
Then, there exist inﬁnite transformation matrices T (not necessary diagonal) that produces L2 -scaled realizations: Let us consider the invertible matrix U ∈ Rn×n , then also the
transformation matrix T = U V produces L2 -scaling with V diagonal such that:

V i,i = (U −1 Wc U − )i,i , ∀1  i  n
(17)
Proof:
A transformation matrix T that transforms (A, b, c, d) into (T −1 AT , T −1 b, cT , d) changes
the controllability Gramian Wc into T −1 Wc T − .
Since T is diagonal, the constraints (Wc )i,i = 1 imply T i,i = (Wc )i,i .
Moreover, it is also possible to successively apply two transformation matrices U and V on
(A, b, c, d). If V is composed according to (17), then the transformation T = U V performs
the L2 -scaling.
This proposition can be used to transform the constrained problem 2 into an unconstrained
problem. Then an optimization algorithm, like quasi-Newton, can be used to solve it. Other
analytical algorithms for this problem can be found in [7] and [10].

Irisa
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Fixed-point implementation

4.1

Fixed-point representation

In this paper, the notation (β, γ) is used for the ﬁxed-point representation of a variable or
coeﬃcient (2’s complement scheme), according to Figure 1. β is the total wordlength of
the representation in bits, whereas γ is the wordlength of the fractional part (it determines
the position of the binary-point). They are ﬁxed for each variable (input, states, output)
and each coeﬃcient, and implicit (unlike the ﬂoating-point representation). β and γ will be
suﬃxed by the variable/coeﬃcient they refer to.
β−γ−2
± 2

...

21

20

2−1

...

2−γ

s
β−γ−1

γ

integer part

fractional part
β

Figure 1: Fixed-point representation
To represent a value x without overﬂow, a ﬁxed-point representation (βx , γx ) may satisfy:
βx − γx − 1  log2 |x| + 1

(18)

where the a operation rounds a to the nearest integer less or equal to a (for positive
numbers a is the integer part).
An important ﬁxed-point issue is to ﬁnd a valid ﬁxed-point representation, such that
(18) is satisﬁed for all values which x can assume during the execution of the algorithm.

4.2

State-overflow

Deﬁnition 4 (State-overﬂow) The overﬂow of the state variables (xi )1in can be strictly
avoided iﬀ (1  i  n)
∀k,

−2βxi −γxi −1  xi (k) < 2βxi −γxi −1 .

(19)

The overﬂows are avoided if the binary-point position of each state is carefully chosen, such
that
max
(20)
γxi = βxi − 2 − log2 xi ,
max

where xi is the maximum magnitude for the ith state:
max
xi

PI n˚1924

 max |xi (k)| .
k∈N

(21)
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up

However only upper bounds can be computed. A ﬁrst upper bound xi can be obtained
by an L1 -norm:

  max
up
xi =  (zI n − A)−1 b i 1 u ,
(22)
and a second one can be estimated by an L2 -norm [15]:

  max
up
xi  δ  (zI n − A)−1 b i 2 u .

(23)

Here, the parameter δ can be interpreted as a representation of the number of standard
deviations of xi , if the input is unit-variance white centered noise (δ  1). Since the
L2 -norm in (23) doesn’t give a strict bound (contrary to (22)), δ can be seen as a safety
parameter [15].
Finally, these upper bounds are used to deﬁne the binary-point positions:
up

γxi = βxi − 2 − log2 xi .

(24)

up

In general, the L1 and L2 estimations of xi approximately leads to the same binary-point
position, with 1 or 2 bits deviation. However, since the L2 -norm is more tractable (with
up
max
proposition 1) and the L1 -norm too conservative ( xi
xi ), in practice (23) is used, with
δ = 1. After implementation, a simulation-based estimation like in [1] or [12] can also be
used to verify in situ the peak values and the binary point positions, according to the inputs.

4.3

Computational scheme

In order to implement a realization without overﬂows, two equivalent choices are possible:
• set the binary-point position for each state, according to (24), to make sure that the
ﬁxed-point representation of the states avoids state-overﬂows;
• or deﬁne a binary-point position for each state, and apply a scaling to them in order
to adapt the peak values of each state to the chosen binary-point position.
Here, we here focus on the 2nd choice, referring to dynamic-range-scaling constraints.
Let us consider in detail the ﬁxed-point implementation of the system given in (1). It
leads to (n + 1) scalar products to be evaluated, of the form:
S=

N


pi q i

(25)

i=1

where the (pi ) are given coeﬃcients and (q i ) are bounded variables.
To avoid bit-shift operations between each addition in the evaluation of eq. (25), the binarypoint positions of each partial product of the sum should be equal.
Then, two computational schemes are possible: the Roundoﬀ After Multiplication scheme,

Irisa
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where shifts are added after each product to align the operands of the sum (pi q i is implemented as (pi ∗ q i ) >> di ) and the Roundoﬀ Before Multiplication scheme, where the
required shifts are reported into the coeﬃcients (pi q i is implemented as (pi >> di ) ∗ q i ).
The main idea of the scaling is to scale each variable (q i ) such that the shifts (di = 0, ∀i)
are prevented. In ﬁxed-point representation, the scaling only implies that all the (q i ) have a
common format, and so have the (pi ). See [2,6] for more details on implementation schemes.
Applied to the state-space realization (1), this yields that all the states must have the
same binary-point position as the input and the coeﬃcients A, b, c and d.
Besides, since they have the same fractional part, their quantization’s errors ∆A, ∆b,
∆c and ∆d have the same magnitude 2−γZ −1 , and the L2 -sensitivity measure represents a
meaningful bound on the transfer function error ∆h:
2 
2



 ∂h
 ∂h
2



∆h2  
× ∆A + 
× ∆b

∂A
∂b
2
2
2 
2



 ∂h
 ∂h



+
(26)
 ∂c × ∆c +  ∂d × ∆d
2
2


4.4

2−2(γZ +1) ML2

(27)

New L2 -scaling constraints

Taken this into consideration, the overﬂows will be avoided by setting the same binary-point
position for the states and the input, and by applying an appropriate scaling on the states
such that the constraints (20) are satisﬁed.
max
max
Compared to strict L2 -scaling where the states must satisfy xi = u , here, the constraints
are relaxed (but still restrictive enough to guarantee the protection against overﬂow) and
replaced by γxi = γu .
Proposition 3 (relaxed -L2 -scaling constraints) Since the input and the states may have
the same binary-point position, the L2 -scaling constraints (15) are now transformed into
22αi
22αi
 (Wc )i,i < 4 2 ,
2
δ
δ
where
αi  βxi − βu − F2

∀1  i  n
max
u

(28)

(29)

and F2 (x) is deﬁned as the fractional value of log2 (x):
F2 (x)  log2 (x) − log2 (x)

(30)

For microcontroller or DSP implementations (contrary to FPGA or some ASIC implemenmax
tations), the wordlength of all variables is equal, i.e. βu = βxi (1  i  n). Also u could

PI n˚1924
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be set to a power of 2. Then, if δ is set to unity (as for classical L2 -scaling constraints), the
relaxed-L2 -scaling constraints (28) become:
1  (Wc )i,i < 4, ∀1  i  n
(31)
Proof:
max
The binary-point position of the input is set to γu = βu − 2 − log2 u . Hence, with (24),
the constraints γu = γxi lead to
 
  max
max
βu − log2 u = βxi − log2 δ  (zI n − A)−1 b i 2 u
 


max
log2 δ (Wc )i,i + F2 u
= βx i − βu

and

And ﬁnally
2αi  δ


(Wc )i,i < 2αi +1

(32)

(33)

It is important to remark that these new constraints allow more freedom for the scaling
and introduce a new degree of freedom for the search for optimal realizations. Even though
not considered in this paper, moreover it could give more freedom for the minimization of
the roundoﬀ noise power.

5

Optimal L2-sensitivity realization with relaxed L2 -norm
dynamic-range-scaling constraints

Then, these relaxed constraints can be applied to a new sensitivity problem:
Problem 3 (relaxed sensitivity problem) The optimal L2 -sensitivity problem with relaxed L2 -norm dynamic-range-scaling constraints can be expressed in the form of the constrained problem 2 subject to constraints in (28).
This constrained problem can be solved by two diﬀerent means.
First, in addition to the n2 free parameters of the transformation matrix U applied to the
system, n extra parameters (γ i )1in can be considered. These (γ i ) represent the desired
L2 -scaling and will be constrained by
22αi
22αi
 γi < 4 2 ,
2
δ
δ

∀1  i  n.

Then a diagonal transformation matrix Vγ is applied, with

(Wc )i,i
.
(Vγ )i,i =
γi

(34)

(35)
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In this case, a constrained optimization algorithm (like quasi-Newton one, implemented
in fmincon with Matlab) can then be used to solve the following problem:
(U opt , γopt ) = arg min ML2 (U Vγ )

(36)

U invertible
γ satisfying (34)

The optimal realization satisfying the relaxed-L2 constraints is then obtained by applying
the transformation matrix T opt = U opt Vγ opt .
The other approach is to scale the system after each transformation to ensure that the
constraints are met:
Proposition 4 (a posteriori relaxed scaling) Considering a state-space realization, it
is possible to a posteriori scale it with a diagonal transformation matrix T given by

√
T i,i = δ (Wc )i,i 2−F2 (δ (Wc )i,i )−αi ,
(37)
such that the constraints (28) are satisﬁed. Moreover, it is possible to build all the transformation matrices that meet the constraints (28): Let us consider an invertible matrix
U ∈ Rn×n , then the transformation matrix T = U V with V diagonal such that:

√ −1
−
V i,i = δ (U −1 Wc U − )i,i 2−F2 (δ (U Wc U )i,i )−αi
(38)
produces the relaxed-L2 -scaling.
Proof:
F2 acts as a modulo operator. For x ∈ R, x̄  2F2 (x)+a is such that 2a  x̄ < 2a+1 .
Since the constraints (28) are equal to

2αi  δ (Wc )i,i < 2αi +1

(39)

and T transforms (Wc )i,i into T −2
i,i (Wc )i,i , then T i,i has to be of the form:

√
F2 (δ (Wc )i,i )+αi
δT −1
(W
)
=
2
c
i,i
i,i

(40)

Thus, the optimization problem is given by
U opt =

arg min
U invertible
V defined by (38)

ML2 (U V ).

(41)

These two ways of solving problem 3 are implemented in the FWR toolbox5 for Matlab,
with fminsearch, fmincon and fminunc functions, and they both give same results with
similar numbers of iterations.
Of course, the use of matrices Vγ and V, that are merely used to eliminate the constraints
and solve an unconstrained minimization problem, increases the degree of non-linearity for
the objective function to minimize. However, this seems not to be a problem, since in our
tests, the optimal realizations found seem to be global optima.
5 sources

PI n˚1924
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Example

Let us consider the following state-space

0.3820 0
0.7964
A=0
0
−0.5598

c = 0.1664 0.1639

digital controller, given in modal form6 :



0
0.5391
0.5598 , b = −0.8417 ,
0.7964 
0.6232
0.2047 , d = 0.0159

(42)

and its multiple equivalent (in inﬁnite precision) realizations:
• R1 is the original realization given by (42)
• R2 is the optimal L2 -scaled realization (solution of problem 2). It is obtained with
proposition 2 and a quasi-newton algorithm. The numerical values are given by (43).
max

• R3 is the optimal relaxed-L2 -scaled realization (problem 3), with u a power of 2,
and δ = 1. It is obtained with proposition 4. The numerical values are given by (44).
The following table gives the ML2 sensitivities of these diﬀerent realizations:
realization

ML2 sensitivity

R1
R2
R3

6355.5
530.0964
528.2532

In this example, the relaxed L2 -scaled realization R3 achieves lower sensitivity than the
strict L2 -scaled optimal realization R2 while protecting implementation from overﬂows.
But it is not always the case : if we consider the example in [7], the optimal relaxed-L2scaled realization satisﬁes (Wc )i,i = 1 and is then also a strict L2 -scaled realization. This
depends on the diagonal terms of the controllability Gramians of the (non scaled) optimal
realization.
max
It is also interesting to notice that a good estimation of u (if it is not a power of 2) can
allow to achieve lower sensitivity by moving the constraints (it could also be the case for the
example in [7]).




0.65461 −0.16286 0.48021
0.07080
0.64411 0.19385 , b2 = −0.41671 ,
A2 =  0.42726
(43)
0.13160
 −0.19690 −0.47595 0.67614

d2 = 0.0159
c2 = 0.77215 −0.01306 0.14582 ,




0.68533 0.16894 0.49126
−0.26649
A3 = −0.44207 0.62734 −0.10822 , b3 =  0.50520  ,
(44)
−0.14719
 −0.27546 0.43413 0.66219

d3 = 0.0159
c3 = 0.33283 0.40944 0.26399 ,
6 Due

to a lack of space, only 4 digits are given, but more may be required to completely define the system.
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Conclusion

This paper has presented the L2 -sensitivity minimization problem and the associated L2 scaling constraints. These constraints that prevent from overﬂows have been considered
with concrete ﬁxed-point implementation schemes. Novel L2 -dynamic-range constraints
have been exhibited.
Even if the goal of this paper is not a detailed optimization algorithm like in [7], two
diﬀerent means to solve the constrained optimization problem have been exhibited and
applied on a numerical example.
These relaxed constraints could also be very important for some other realizations, like
δ-operator state-space or the ρ-Direct Form II transposed [13]. For these realizations where
a parameter ∆ should be used to achieve the L2 -scaling, a relaxed-L2-scaling permits to ﬁx
this parameter as a power of 2, in order to decrease the amount of computations.
To apply this work to other classical structures, it will be soon extended to the Specialized
Implicit Framework [5] that allows to encompass existing structures in an implicit state-space
form.
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